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Misaal is founded on notions of justice, equality and pluralism. It seeks to 

strengthen civil society among poor minorities and other deprived groups in the 

poorest parts of India and the wider South Asia region to enable communities to 

access justice and rights, and to encourage inter-group dialogue and 

understanding. 
 

 

Misaal envisions a society where individuals and groups – however they define 

themselves – have an equal chance in life, as empowered citizens, and where 

they live, side by side, in peace and harmony, as members of the same national 

community. We aspire to empower minorities and other marginalized 

communities to overcome barriers they might face in obtaining justice and access 

to services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Misaal Foundation organised its annual convention cum reflection and planning meeting 

from 22
nd

 of January to 27
th 

of January 2019, in Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi. 

 

The convention was attended by the whole of the Misaal team spread across Assam, Bihar, 

Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh, as well as other grassroots youth activists 

(external change-makers) who came in from Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, West 

Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. (List of Participant is attached as Annexure 1). 

2. AGENDA 
 

Objective of the week-long convention was manifold, specifically: 

 

 to reflect upon the work done over the last six months – July 2018 till December         

2018, review and learn from it. 

 

 to make plans for implementing work across all the vertices Misaal works for the 

next six months February 2019 – July 2019. 

 

 provide training – including perspective building - and other skills to enrich the 

ability of Misaal’s community youth leaders and other external change-makers. 

 

 to strengthen Misaal’s outreach in states where it is present (Assam, Bihar, Haryana, 

MP, Rajasthan, UP), and explore possibility of starting work in new states 

(Jharkhand, West Bengal). 

 

 to pilot in a limited way Misaal School for change-makers’ idea – scoping work to 

develop course curriculum and delivery methodologies to train up and handhold 

grassroots change-makers working with poorest Muslim and other marginalised 

groups. 

 

 reach out to Misaal supporters and the wider development community, to reflect on 

the four years of work Misaal has done, and develop a vision for the next phase of 

Misaal’s growth. 
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3. CONVENTION PROCEEDINGS 

 
The convention was broken down in the following manner: 

 

 22
nd

Jan. ‘19: Reporting and reflection. 

 23
rd

Jan. ‘19: Problem solving & planning. 

 24
th 

Jan. ‘19: Perspective Building: Marginalisation, its forms and drivers. 

 25
th

Jan. ‘19: Perspective Building & training: Knowledge, skills and abilities. 

 26
th

Jan. ‘19: Challenge Fund: Piloting Misaal School for change-makers. 

 27
th

Jan. ‘19: Misaal Network meeting and envisioning the future. 

 

 

                        Below is brief description of these proceedings  
 

 

3.1. Day I: Reporting and reflection 
 

            Misaal conducts Misaal-wide review meetings every six months to sit down altogether to 

reflect upon the group’s working, to understand the outputs and achievements, and challenges 

faced by the Misaal field staff. This review meeting followed that last organised in July 2018 

in Nuh, Haryana. The review entailed all state teams presenting their half yearly report of 

work done and outputs attained. These were led by respective state supervisors, with the 

Misaal Fellowship Coordinator facilitating the proceedings. Discussions involved examining 

procedures and systems followed, challenges faced and the solutions that worked. 

Discussions on resultant lessons for state teams and individual fellows/change-makers, for 

further improving work and their own skills and abilities, were interesting. Below is a 

summary of the discussions. 

 

 

Team Haryana 
 

            The session began with a presentation on building up the capacity of poorest Muslims there in 

order to help them demand and access their civic rights and entitlement by Haryana 

Supervisor, Nasir Ali, based out of Punhana qasba in Nuh district. Over the past six months 

Nasir has organised community meetings to ascertain the challenges people face; specifically 

using the focus group discussions tool with youth, women and men to bring out specific 

issues holding back the community; and trained and handheld community youth to undo poor 

access. This includes three training and in order to help youth make submissions for 

accessing social security schemes, making grievance appeals, including through online 

portals, and one workshop sessions on legal rights and access to justice. (Numbers of 

applications made under different schemes in Figure 1) 
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▲ Figure 1 

 

 

Apart from Socio-economic rights work, Misaal also runs a Taleem centre in Pema Kheda, 

close to Punhana, where forty two pupils are currently enrolled. These are mostly people who 

dropped out of school due to poverty, and lack of interest and attention by their parents. Nasir 

held monthly parent-teacher meetings to sensitize the parents about the importance of 

education as well inform them about the performance of their children in the centre. Nasir 

also reported about the monthly tests taken by Taleem teacher to assess the learning of the 

children enrolled in the centre.  

 

 

Team Uttar Pradesh 
 

Misaal Uttar Pradesh team comprises of a Misaal Fellow Khursheeda and Taleem teacher 

Najma in Shamli, Muzzafarnagar; Taleem teacher Reemu in Jaunpur and Taleem Teacher 

Kesh Rani and Rozgaar trainer Sabana in Banda, and State Supervisor Saleem Ansari, based 

out of Budhana. 

 

The presentation of the Uttar Pradesh team began with Fellow Khursheeda’s work done in 

past six months. She reported that, she had worked for capacity building and advocacy of the 

Muzaffarnagar riot victim families. She reported that her work primarily revolves around the 

two colonies- TMMK Colony and Falah-e-aam Colony, which are resettlement colonies of 

the riot victims in the Budhana block, Shamli district. Over the past six months she had 

organised nineteen community meetings and four focus group discussions with members on a 

host of issues. Many have doubled up as training and perspective building sessions. Apart 

from these two colonies she tried to expand her work geographically and chose Chajpur 

Village. She reported that she couldn’t gather the support to start social mapping and baseline 

survey, as there hadn’t been prior Misaal engagement in this village,. So, some community 

meetings were held in this village to ascertain the issue of most priority for these 
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communities. Khursheeda started off with basic civic entitlement application such as ration 

card. This has helped, she added, to establish herself in the community and win trust, also 

exploring issues to work on. Figure no. 2 gives the details of the application she had assisted 

for community members.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◄ Figure 2 

 

 

 

Taleem 
 

The three Misaal Taleem centres in UP are run by Najma, Taleem teacher at Shamli, who 

joined Misaal in early December. She succeeded Pinki Kumari who had to leave Misaal in 

November. State Supervisor Saleem reported that Najma took charge of the Taleem centre 

and is following the same model of Taleem centre that Misaal has elsewhere. In the Taleem 

Centre at Shamli, there are currently twenty students enrolled, all kids of the resettlement 

colonies. These kids are mostly dependent on the centre for the education. The Taleem 

teacher here organised monthly parent teacher meetings in order to promote the importance of 

education and give feedback about the kids studying in the centre. 

 

 

Another presentation was done by Reemu Kumari, Taleem teacher in Jaunpur. She reported 

that there are currently 50 pupils- 36 girls and 14 boys- enrolled in the centre who mostly 

belong to Muslim community. Here she has been teaching these children in two groups 

divided on the basis of the age. She offers three hour classes daily. She took monthly tests to 

assess the performance of the children and organised monthly Parent- teacher meetings to 

understand the parent’s point of view and how they see the progress in their children who are 

coming to the centre. 

 

Next presentation was done by State supervisor Saleem Ansari on behalf of Banda Taleem 

Teacher Kesh Rani. She is currently teaching 43 pupils at the centre with the same models as 

elsewhere, including having mostly tests and parent-teacher meetings. The state supervisor 

reported problems in the way Kesh Rani was doing this job and requested to discuss her 
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candidature as Taleem teacher. He reported that she was not acting responsibly, and 

deflecting on her responsibilities. 

Rozgaar 

 

In continuation of his presentation, Saleem also presented the work done by the Rozgaar 

trainer Banda. Due to family issues, Sabana was not present in the convention and had 

resigned as well. She has been giving stitching training to twenty pupils in her centre. Going 

forward, Shahzadi will take up the charge as Rozgaar trainer in Banda. She was present in the 

convention and took the lead to present what she has been working on, as the Rozgaar trainer 

since 2
nd

 of January 2019. Apart from stitching, she is also well-trained in embroidery. She 

had circulated a couple of her handcrafts among the group. 

 

Team Bihar 
 

Last session of the day was about the presentation of the Bihar team about their work done in 

the last six months. The Bihar team includes State Supervisor- Faiyaz Alam; Fellow – Anjum 

Khatun, Shakila Bano, Inrdadev Sada, and Md. Shahim; Rogaar Trainer – Rizwana; Taleem 

teacher Md. Firoz, and Savita Devi. Savita and Rizwana could not attend the Convention due 

family and health issues respectively. 

 

 
 ▲Misaal’s fellow from Bihar Anjum Khatun describing her work. 

 

 

First, Shahim presented his work. He is working in the Vaishali district of Bihar to improve 

awareness and empowerment of youths towards education and livelihood. In his presentation, 

he listed the actions taken, like meeting with regional level officers to strengthen the work. 

His liaising skills resulted in good numbers of youths applying for CPET. Apart from this 

effort, he also helped community members in applications of various other civic rights and 

entitlement schemes. List in Figure 3. 
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▼ Figure 3   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In his presentation, he also talked about the community meetings and focus group discussion 

he had organised. The objective of these public interactions was to spread awareness 

regarding civic rights. He further added that in the quest to expand his work in the region, he 

had done social mapping and a baseline survey in a new village- Khaj-e-Chan-Chapra. The 

survey helped him understand issues such as lack of education and health care facilities in the 

vicinity. He had filed a complaint against the poor mechanisms and facilities in schools to 

block level officer. Follow up on this has to be done in the coming months to ascertain what 

the prospective avenues to intervene are. 

 

The second presentation was done by fellow Shakila. She is working in Phulwarishareef. Post 

the last quarterly meeting, the fellow had been given 10 additional wards and since the 

number of households is large in the single wards, she had managed to do the social mapping 

of only one of the wards, followed by baseline survey. Post survey, she is working on 

sanitation, health, education and civic entitlements. In the quest to explore other pertinent 

issues in the community, she had had conducted community meetings and focus group 

discussions. Apart from this, she also assisted communities in applying multiple social 

protection schemes listed in Figure no. 4. 

 

 ▼Misaal’s fellowship coordinator Shafaque Jauhar making a point with change-makers 
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▼ Figure 4 

 
 

Next presentation was done by fellow Anjum. She is also working in Phulwarishareef 

alongside Shakila. She had also gone through same process of adding new wards to her work 

plan and similarly did social mapping and baseline survey. She is working on health, 

education, and awareness regarding domestic violence. She reported that she had assisted 

victim of domestic violence over the period of last six months which had led to greater 

awareness regarding this issue in community. As a result of her efforts women have now 

started complaining about the cases and reaching out to her for the assistance if any such case 

arises in the community. She had also included in her presentation about number of 

application she had assisted community members to file, as listed in Figure no. 5. 

 

▼Figure5
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Misaal has resumed its fellowship site in Madhubani. Indradev Sada is the fellow from 

Madhubani district of Bihar. He joined Misaal in November and had started social mapping 

and basline survey then. So far his survey is not completed; therefore further action and plan 

of action will be done in coming months. 

 

 

Taleem 
 
Misaal has two Taleem centres in Bihar, both in Patna. One Taleem centre is in 

Phulwarishareef and another in Patna city. First presentation in this was done by Taleem 

teacher Firoz who teaches in Phulwarishareef. In this centre, there are currently sixty four 

pupils enrolled. With his continuous effort, he has managed to retain the number of students 

in the centre. He had taken, he reported, monthly tests and parents teacher meeting in all six 

months reporting steady progress in the learning ability of the students enrolled. Apart from 

this, he has also taken the lead to organise a Taleem outreach initiative. In this, he invited two 

other local schools, from which two hundred and sixty students participated, in a general 

knowledge test competition. Out of these two hundred and sixty students who participated, 

thirty of them scored 100% marks in the test. They were felicitated with medals and 

participation certificate. He had reported that this activity had inculcated in him skills to 

organise an event and manage such great numbers of kids to sit together and moreover had 

promoted the agenda of Misaal’s Taleem centre in wider network of school children. 

 

Fellows Anjum and Shakila presented on Savita’s behalf. They reported that in her centre 

there are currently sixty students, mostly Muslim and Dalits, of the locality. She is trying her 

best to retain the number of kids and helping them to learn and write basic English, Hindi and 

Maths. 

 

She also takes monthly tests and organises monthly parent-teacher meetings. 

With this day one- Reflection of the Misaal wide work - of the convention got over. 

 

 

3.2. Day II: Problem solving and Planning 

 

Day two of the Convention was dedicated to bringing out action plans. This session was 

moderated by the Fellowship coordinator, who was supported by State Supervisors from 

Assam, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, and Haryana. 

 

The session began with the outline making of the ‘how to make six monthly plans.’ The 

outline was developed in consultation with the supervisors where in all the fellows, Taleem 

teachers and Rozgaar trainers were asked to write down the activity list they are planning to 

execute on field in the coming months- February – July. Two hours were allotted to develop 

this plan by all the participants. 

 

After this exercise of individually making work plans, all the individual plans were presented 

to whole group. The following action plan was developed. 
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  Fellows Taleem teacher Rozgaar Trainers 

1. February Baseline Survey, Social Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Mapping, Application for Building Training, Training, Interaction with 

  Social Protection Schemes Interaction with community 

   community  

2. March Campaigning, Capacity Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Building Trainings, Building Training, Training, Organise 

  Application for Social Organise Outreach Outreach events 

  Protection Schemes events  

3. April Advocacy, Awareness Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Workshops, Application Building Training, Training, Interaction with 

  for Social Protection Interaction with community 

  Schemes community  

4. May Campaigning, Capacity Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Building Trainings, Building Training, Training, Interaction with 

  Application for Social Interaction with community 

  Protection Schemes community  

5. June Advocacy, Awareness Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Workshops, Application Building Training, Training, Interaction with 

  for Social Protection Organise Outreach community 

  Schemes, follow up on the events  

  action taken   

6. July Advocacy, Awareness Teaching, Capacity Training, Capacity Building 

  Workshops, Application Building Training, Training, Interaction with 

  for Social Protection Interaction with community 

  Schemes, follow up on the community  

  action taken   

 

 

3.3. Day III: Perspective Building: Marginalisation, its forms and 
drivers 
 
On day three of the convention, nine other external change-makers from different states 

joined the convention. All of these change-makers are field activists and work in different 

capacities on a varied range of social issues ranging from legal aid, education, livelihood 

promotion, pollution etc. The session was meant to introduce the objective and philosophy 

with which Misaal operates and get these change-makers’ support in strengthening the work 

Misaal does and also to expand the network to build human resources for Misaal staff in field. 

The session was moderated by women rights activist and renowned author, Farah Naqvi. She 

divided the whole day into multiple sessions listed as following. 
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a) Session 1: Ice breaking: “Let's introduce each other” 
 

There were around thirty people in the convention hall, where half of the participants are 

oblivious of the other half of the participants. It is pertinent to break the ice between them and 

give everybody in the room time and platform to speak. This session wherein instead of 

introducing oneself, participants were made couples and were given 15 minutes time to talk 

to each other and get information about the each other. 

 

This session provided safe space for the participants to open up as the questions were being 

posed by the other person. Later in the session, the platform was opened up for participants to 

speak about the other person. 

 

Observation: 

 

Although this appeared to be a very normal kind of exercise wherein one person in the couple 

speaks with the other and then introduces them to the larger group, when the whole 

introducing each other event was over, it became apparent that participants had asked only 

about work related question to each other. No participant, except for four, all from Assam, 

had asked personal question, such as about likes and dislikes in term of food, movies and 

previous educational institutions. One major thing that emerged after introducing each other 

was that no participant had asked about the religion of the other while they were talking. 

 

Analysis: 

 

In this session what emerges that Muslim activist who are working primarily with 

marginalised Muslim communities in different states on different aspect of their 

marginalisation and discrimination are so deeply fearful that they deny the very existence of 

their religious identity while they are working with the same community. They deliberately 

choose not to speak about their religious identity out loud in public. This deep seated 

dilemma that if they speak about the religious identity of the group they are working with, 

people will label them as “Communal” whereas their intention is purely to work with 

discriminated and marginalised communities. 

 

Over the course of the introduction session, only one of the participants had asked about the 

caste/surname of his partner. This also clears that a specific human intuition to know about 

the person’s identity. He asked because his partner name was not giving a clear idea about 

their religious affiliation. Although he chose not to speak about her religion when asked to. 

He said he didn’t find it necessary and appropriate to mention that. This again reinstates that 

the fear of being called communal is deeply ingrained in Muslims if they speak about their 

religious identity. 

 

Session 2: “let’s call names” 
 

Misaal predominantly works with marginalised Muslim community across states, be it 

fellowships programme, the Taleem initiative, Rozgaar initiative, or legal aid. Most of the 
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thrust of the programme caters to the Muslim community wherein Misaal staff largely 

comprises of Muslims themselves. Also, we live in a society where this particular community 

has been stereotyped with various hypothetical attributes. In this session, moderator tried to 

pull out the various names Muslims are called day in and out. The objective is to surface the 

deep rooted hostility faced by Muslims on daily basis. 

 

Participants were asked to list out the various stereotypical names Muslims were called in 

their daily lives. This session, on the one hand helped in bringing out multiple names such as 

Circumcised ones (Katwa), Babur’s prodigy (babur ki aulad), Non-vegetarian (goshtkhor), 

community of women repressors (auroton ka haq dabanay wali qom), community which 

breeds a lot (zada bacchay paida karnay wali qom) etc., across length and breadth of the 

community, and on the other hand, it subtly stated how many stereotypes have been 

normalised and taken for granted even by the victim themselves. 

 

 
▲ Farah Naqvi during the perspective building session. 

 

 

Observation: 

 

This session encouraged the participants to dig into their heads and helped them in reinstating 

what they listen to in their daily lives. Not angrily, but where they could speak about the 

names they were called or have heard their fellow citizens call other Muslims. 

 

Analysis: 

 

This session was successful in its objective to resurface the covert hostility towards a 

particular community embodied in the degrading names. Participants participated with great 

zest in order to resurface the names what they were listening all this while. This shows how 

deeply the Indian society has co-opted these stereotypes in common parlance wherein mere 

calling these names denotes a particular notion attached tothese names. 
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Session 3: “What and who are responsible for Status of Muslims” 
 

Like the previous session, this session was also completely participatory in nature. 

Participants were asked to list out the reasons because of which they think are responsible for 

the current status of Muslims in India. In this session, all participants collectively charted out 

thirty two reasons for the contemporary status of Muslims’ marginalisation, discrimination, 

and the hate they face, ranging from poverty, lack of education, state’s deliberate action to 

discriminate on socio-politico-economic fronts, lack of leadership, minimal or less 

participation in judiciary, legislature, and bureaucracy and Hindutva. 

The moderator undertook more group exercises to continue. All these thirty reasons were then 

divided equally to three groups, each having 8-10 group members in them. They were then 

asked to brainstorm to produce causal reasoning with the pointed reasons distributed 

randomly in the groups. Each group tried to come up with causality relating one point to 

another. After developing the pattern that the participants think connect all the reasons, each 

group presented their understanding of the points and their relation to each other. This 

presentation was followed by a question and answer session. 

 

 

 
▲Misaal’s state supervisor Fayaz presenting during the breakout session 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The whole day, beginning from ice breaking to doing group tasks to brainstorm to find out 

the reasons, and their relation to ascertain the status of the minority groups, was helpful not 

only in realising the need to understand the status and position of Muslims, but also helped 

and gave a perspective to look towards a certain population group who are at the brink of 

discrimination. 
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The exercise helped participants acquire the basic skills for various community engagements. 

Primarily, it helped them to initiate the conversation to a new group of people, which for a 

grassroots activist is very important. Since these field activists have to understand and have to 

engage with different groups on a daily basis, it is pertinent for them to have the skills to 

know easy and effective ways of engagement with community members. 

 

Secondly, paying attention when observing, to understand the issues and challenges a 

community faces on daily basis and to understand the origin of the discrimination is 

important to grasp over the position the said community is at and how the other group in the 

community perceives this community. This enables to understand where the fault lines are. 

 

Thirdly, skill to comprehend the cause of the misery and marginalisation of the community 

and its impact on the community is of great importance for activists to work in the particular 

community. Activists should be clear and must have the skills to comprehend the 

underpinning reasons and its structural impact on the community to deal with and make 

action plans accordingly. 

 

In all, the whole exercise and group work initiated by Farah Naqvi was really engaging and 

inculcated skills on how to develop perspective of a given situation. 

 

 

3.4. Day IV:  Perspective building & training: Knowledge, skills and 
abilities   
 

Fourth day of the convention was dedicated for the training of all the participants. These 

training sessions was envisioned to help the activists, who are working on field. There were 

four training sessions, followed by question and answer sessions. 

 

Session 1: Access to rights, entitlements and Opportunities 
 

This session was led by Right to Food campaign Activist Ms. Ayesha, and Professor Arvind 

Kumar from Department of Social Exclusion Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia. This session was 

about how grassroots change-makers can leverage laws, schemes, and programmes for 

excluded groups, including minorities. Specific themes that were touched upon included: 

 

(i) How social exclusion operates specially for religious minorities, and how that traps people 

into poverty and marginalisation 

 

(ii) and, how communities and CBOs could make use of successful tools and approaches to 

overcome these, to ensure rights and entitlements and opportunities are available to minorities 

too, equally as others. 

 

(iii) Experiences of Right to Food campaign, and an understanding of what works and what 

does not. This included helpful tips, success stories and lessons. 
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▲ Right to Food activist Ayesha interacting with change-makers 

 

The sessions were of one and a half hour each, where the speakers spoke for half an hour 

each followed by 15 minutes question and answer sessions. In her session, Activist Ayesha 

spoke about the right to food and how it operates, and the challenges poverty stricken 

communities face to avail their constitutional right. She threw light on the complex network 

and nexus of bureaucrats and politicians who are responsible for withholding of this right. 

She also provided lessons learnt while campaigning about the rights, where she mentioned 

about the practical issues such as the monthly food packet distribution than that of mid-day 

meal option proposed by Minister of women and child rights, Government of India. Various 

other examples were put forth in regard. Simultaneously, she talked about MGNREGA and 

basic contours and its impact on livelihood. 

The second half of the session was led by Professor Arvind Kumar wherein he gave the 

academic description of the entitlements and civil rights. He quoted instances of civil rights 

movements and addressed the gathering by giving information about regional activists-cum-

theoreticians. His lecture was primarily focused on why entitlements and rights are important 

for democratic societies, and how it helps in realising the values of democracy in its true 

form. 

 

 
 ▲Academic, Arvind Kumar interacting with the change-makers 
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Session 2: Access to legal rights and rights violations tracking 

 

Advocate Mangla Verma from Quill Foundation took this session aimed at paralegals and 

grassroots activists working on human/minority/gender rights. It had three components: 

 

 Understanding key concepts of criminal justice system: relevant codes and sections; 

procedures (FIR, investigation, trial…); pro-poor provisions (legal aid, witness/victim 

protection), 

 

 Sampling successful approaches to ensuring justice is delivered: practical guide to 

working the key actors/stakeholders: police, prosecution, judiciary, media etc.  

 

 A practical guide to tracking and documenting violations (lynching, targeted 

violence…atrocities) and using those for advocacy for victims. 

 

Mangla started her session with giving brief ideas about the legal structure of judicial system 

followed by methods and techniques to approach legal bodies in case of legal rights violation. 

She provided anecdotes, citing examples fake encounters and lynchings in contemporary 

India. Her session was aimed at providing understanding to reach out to the court of laws to 

claim legal rights in case of violation. She also mentioned the importance of following the 

procedure of reporting the incidents via different methods, such writing emails, letters, and 

tweeting to multiple stakeholders such as police departments, the magistrate and human right 

commissions. 

 

Session 3: Community mobilisation, campaigning, advocacy 
 

This session was moderated by Dr. Habeebul Rahiman V.M., from the Department of Social 

Work, Jamia Millia Islamia, and Tribal rights activist Amitji. This session was about: 

 

 concepts of democratisation, and how citizens influence positive change 

 

 Practice of enabling change. Through practical tools to educate, organise and mobilise 

communities; conduct campaigns on issues, and undertake advocacy with multiple 

stakeholders. 

 

 Success stories of effective campaigns that are impactful; and advocacy that works 

 

 

Dr Rahiman started this session by providing academic research done on community 

mobilisation and campaigning methods. His lecture revolved around the skills an activist 

should have to mobilise the community and do the campaigning, such as oratory skills and 

presentation of the issues already existing in the community, in order to create discontent 

regarding prevailing issues in the community, which will eventually translate into an effective 

mobilisation strategy. He quoted examples of mobilisation a community by Prophet 

Muhammed and Prophet Moosa and how their oratory skills helped mobilize the community 

to seek change in their status quo about the status quo. His lecture dealt with tools and 
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methods of developed over the period of time for campaigning such as regular community 

meetings and public interaction on issues pertinent in the community. 

 

In the following session, tribal activist Amitji shared his experience on his work with tribal 

communities residing in forest and how they were discriminated by forest laws. He quoted 

instance whereby a tribal community was persecuted by state authorities for using their 

ancestral resources in forest. He shared the stories of revolt in tribal areas by the tribal 

communities against the forest authorities in order to reclaim their rights. His narration put 

forth the importance of mobilisation. 

 

Session 4: Participatory Research, documenting, lesson-learning 
 

This session was led by Dr. Aqsa Agha from University of Delhi. The session was about how 

grassroots activists can effectively observe, analyse and document reality and processes on 

the ground. Through providing practical guides, this session seeks to equip change-makers 

with the ability to conduct research; using helpful research tools, analysing findings, drawing 

lessons, and reporting findings. 

 

Dr. Aqsa began her session by introducing the resource pack she had developed for the 

change-makers to document and analyse the research work they do on the field. She largely 

based her discussion on different research methods and their practical use on ground while 

conducting research. Her lecture helped understand the principles and objective of research, 

and importance and methods of documenting action taken on field. She discussed research 

tools such as social mapping, baseline survey, community meetings, and focus group 

discussions. She pointed the basic do’s and don’ts of implementing these methods. Her ‘how 

to’ on planning the research and document dealt with the nuances and practical challenges 

activists face. 

 

In her session she shared examples for doing social mapping and importance of it to 

understand the geo-political relation of the community. She later mentioned about baseline 

survey and how to execute the survey and analyse the survey findings for better 

understanding of the communities’ issues. She further talked about incorporating analysis of 

community meetings and focus group discussion to strengthen the research/action taken by 

the change-makers and plan their action as per need of the community and draw lessons of it. 

 

 

3.5. Day V: Piloting Misaal school for change-makers 
 

Misaal also invited to the annual convention, early career grassroots- activists from 

discriminated and marginalised communities from different states to reach out to the larger 

cohort of activists. Nine activists from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal and 

Haryana came for the convention. As proposed by the plan, Misaal constituted a Rs. 20,000 

challenge fund grant. The objective of this grant is to provide support to these individual 

activists who are working with minimal resources, and to help them with strengthening their 

work; by providing trainings and introducing them to the larger network of philanthropists 
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and community workers. This network would also, as envisioned, provide support to Misaal’s 

change-makers on ground and help them expand and strengthen their work. Keeping this 

objective in mind, day five of the convention was dedicated for the external change-makers. 

In this session, these change-makers introduced themselves, their work and their mission 

statement to panel of judges comprising members of the Friends of Misaal: Fawzia 

Tarannum, Syed Firoz, Ekram Rizvi, and Raja Bhayya. 

 

The first external change-maker, Syed Raees from West Bengal, who works in Matiaburj 

locality of Kolkata, shared his experience about how a group of youths stood up to fight 

against the issues their community is facing due to being situated near the dock area. He 

talked about sound pollution and its impact on the health of the community, and his work to 

help the community get health facilities. 

 

 
▲Challenge Fund meeting 

 

Kahkashan Jalal from Uttar Pradesh, working from the Mahoba district, is a livelihood trainer 

and has been imparting stitching skills to poor Muslim girls without any institutional support. 

 

Shams Alam and Amir Hussain were from Bihar, where Shams Alam is working as a teacher 

in the community. His group had created a small school sort of place where they are 

providing full time education to children of the Muslim community, who cannot afford to go 

even to government schools. 

 

Javed Ahmad works in Jamshedpur, Jharkhand, for the legal aid assistance to the Muslim 

community. His area of work primarily encompasses to spread awareness in the community 

about their legal rights, and to mobilise the community in case of violation. He wishes to 

expand his work in the region and provide livelihood and education. 

 

Murshid Alam from Bokaro, Jharkhand is a volunteer with APCR (Association for Protection 

of Civil Rights) , a human rights network. He is privately employed in other work but is also 

passionate about working for spreading legal rights awareness in the community. 
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Naseem is from Alwar, Rajasthan, and is working with the Asian Humanity Foundation -an 

organisation working for the education of the children of hate crime victims. 

 

All of these change-makers presented their personal and work profile to the panel of the 

judges, who then chose five of these seven as challenge fund winners. They were: Javed 

Ahmad from Jharkhand, Kahkashan Jalal from Uttar Pradesh, Naseem from Rajasthan, 

Shams Alam from Bihar and Syed Raees from West Bengal. 

 

 

3.6. Day VI: Misaal Network meeting and envisioning the future  
 

Misaal completed four years of its operation in 2018. To commemorate this milestone, one 

day of the six day convention was dedicated to presenting Misaal’s gratitude towards all its 

supporters and friends and brainstorming with them, direction Misaal should move in the 

coming years. A thought and experience sharing meeting was convened. This session was 

moderated by Dr. Ghazala Jamil, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, and among the 

founding members of the Friends of Misaal community.  

 

The participants of the meeting were all the supporters of Misaal belonging to different walks 

of life, including academicians, professors, activists, businessmen, and media and 

communication. 

 

The session began with a brief introduction by Misaal’s Director, Sajjad Hassan, where he 

talked about the four years’ journey of Misaal through which Misaal has tried to setup a 

platform for the Muslim civil society – developing from within the marginalised communities 

themselves, alternative youth leaders and change-makers - and work for capacity building 

and advocacy of discriminated and marginalised Muslim minorities across the poorest Indian 

states. Based on the experience and lessons emerging, Misaal is now also trying to do 

something similar across the South Asian region, providing a platform for excluded 

minorities in each country and capacity building for minority activists and CBOs there. 

 
▲Misaal network meeting 
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During the course of session various Misaal change-makers shared their experience as Misaal 

activists. Anjum and Shakila, fellows from Bihar who are working in Phulwarishareef, Patna, 

shared their two years journey with Misaal. In their conversation with the group they talked 

about the community they are working with for past two years, which is predominantly 

Muslim and belong daily wage working class. The misery of the population, ranging from 

poverty, poor civic infrastructure, lack of healthcare facilities, and minimum or no awareness 

regarding entitlement and civic and legal rights. They also talked about what they are doing 

for spreading awareness regarding women’s rights, wherein they are try to intervene in 

domestic violence cases and are trying to felicitate the advocacy for the victims. Similarly 

fellows from Assam reported about the work they are doing for the largely debated National 

Register of Citizenship. They reported the problems faced by the victims, who are becoming 

doubtful voters, and how that impacts the lives of poor Muslims across Assam. 

 

Nasir Ali, State supervisor of Haryana, recounted his journey in Misaal where he climbed the 

social ladder from being a daily waged labour to fellow in Atarra, Uttar Pradesh, and then to 

Misaal Haryana Supervisor. His story impacted everyone present in hall. State supervisor of 

Uttar Pradesh, Saleem Ansari, a victim of communal violence in Muzaffarnagar, shared his 

experience in Misaal. He mentioned that he joined Misaal while Dr Sajjad was doing fact 

finding in region and eventually he started doing advocacy for the victims under the aegis of 

Misaal. 

 

Apart from this, friends of Misaal shared their stories of joining hands with the cause of 

Misaal and supporting the objective of creating a civil society group for Muslims to 

capacitate the discriminated and marginalised people from Muslim community. 

 

 
▲ During the certificate distribution ceremony  

 

Session ended with the felicitation of the both Misaal and external change-makers, whereby 

they were a given certificate of participation in the convention, and the resource pack 
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developed by Misaal, which includes books on aces to legal right, compendium of national 

and state level entitlement schemes, and documentation and research techniques. 

 

 

Friends of Misaal meeting 
 

The second session of the day was a Friends of Misaal meeting, to reflect collectively - by 

those behind the working of Misaal - achievements and lessons since inception, and 

envisioning Misaal’s future growth. Misaal’s Annual Report 2018 was released to members. 

It was also announced that Misaal was about to be registered as a legal entity in its own right, 

and that we had moved to an independent office. Discussions related to ways in which 

Misaal’s strengths could be deepened and opportunities leveraged, so as to better deliver on 

the mandate, were held. Of particular interest to members were organisational questions: 

finance, policies, management structure and practices, and governance systems required. The 

following decisions emerged at the end of the meeting: 

 

 Need for sound policies (on finance/accounting, human resource, and operations) 

 

 Governance structure: a General Council to meet annually and Executive Council to 

meet quarterly. 

 

 Management structure: need for robust HQs with line and functional managers, to 

help Misaal grow 

 

 Develop before March end, 2019, a prospective budget, based on a growth plan to 

cover the coming 4 years. This to have both long term plans and support to short 

term/ongoing commitments. This, to act as basis for fundraising for operationalising 

Misaal growth plan. 

 

The meeting concluded with Director Misaal felicitating members of Friends of Misaal and 

expressing gratitude for the unstinted support provided over the past 4 years, enabling Misaal 

to have established itself. 

  

 ◄Friends of Misaal meeting 
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4. ANNEXURE 1 
 

 

4.1 Misaal Team 
 

1. Anjum Khatoon (Phulwarishareef Fellow) 

2. Aquib-uz-Zama (Misaal Delhi Admin ) 

3. Ashank (App Content Writer, Delhi) 

4. Avdesh Jha (Accountant, Misaal Delhi) 

5. Dr. Sajjad Hassan (Misaal Director) 

6. Faiyaz Alam (Bihar Supervisor) 

7. Forhad Ali (Barpeta Fellow) 

8. Indradev Sada (Madhubani Fellow) 

9. Jahid-ul-beg (Barpeta Fellow) 

10. Khursheeda (Shamli Fellow) 

11. Md Firoz (Taleem Teacher, Phulwarishareef) 

12. Md Shahim (Vaishali Fellow) 

13. Mir Jalal (Media and outreach Officer, Misaal Delhi) 

14. Nasir Ali (Haryana Supervisor ) 

15. Reemu Kumari (Taleem Teacher, Jaunpur) 

16. Sahab-uddin (Barpeta Fellow) 

17. Sajida Bi (Rozgaar Trainer, Bhopal) 

18. Saleem Ansari (Uttar Pradesh State Supervisor) 

19. Shafaque Jauhar (Fellowship Coordinator) 

20. Shahjahan (Assam Supervisor) 

21. Shahzadi (Rozgaar trainer, Banda) 

22. Shakila Bano (Phulwarishareef Fellow) 

 

 

 

4.2 Misaal External change-makers: 
 

1. Amir Hussain (Change-makers - Siwan) 

2. Javed Ahmad (Change-makers- Jamshedpur) 

3. Kahkashan Jalal (Change-makers- Mahoba) 

4. Mohammad Rehman Sulemani (Change-makers - Muzzafarnagar) 

5. Murshid Alam (change-makers- Bokaro) 

6. Naseem (Change-makers- Alwar) 

7. Shad Saifi (Change-makers- Shamli) 

8. Shams Alam (Change-makers- Patna) 

9. Syed Raees (Change-makers- Kolkata) 
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4.3 List of Resource persons: 
 

1. Amit Bhai (Tribal Right Activist, Madhya Pradesh) 

2. Dr. Aqsa Agha (Asst. Professor, PGDAV College, Delhi University) 

3. Dr. Arvind Kumar (Asst. Professor, Centre for the Study of Social Exclusion  

            and Inclusive Policy, Jamia Millia Islamia) 

4. Dr. Habibul Rahiman (Asst. Professor, Dept. of Social Work, Jamia Millia  

            Islamia 

5. Farha Naqvi (Women Right Activist, New Delhi) 

6. Mangla Verma (Researcher at Quill Foundation, Supreme Court Lawyer ) 

 

 

4.4 List of Friends of Misaal members 
 

1. Ekram Rizvi 

2. Fawzia Tarannum  

3. Ghazala Jamil 

4. Imteyaz Siddiqui 

5. Iqbal Ahmad 

6. Isteyaq Ahmed 

7. Jafar Rizvi 

8. Khursheed Nabi 

9. Mohd. Tarique 

10. Mohsin Alam 

11. Moiz Khan 

12. Qaiser Jahan 

13. Raja Bhaiyya 

14. Saad Hassan 

15. Syed Firoz 

16. Tayyab Zia Ahmad 

17. Zafirul Hassan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR PROJECTS 
 

                                          :  Youth for Inclusive Development: Misaal, with 
the support of many like-minded organisations, launched the ‘Misaal 
Fellowship: Youth for Inclusive Development’ programme in January 2015 
to support a nation-wide network of youth activists working with the 
poorest Muslim communities in the poorest minority concentrated 
districts.Under the fellowship, we work towards training, capacity 
building, networking and advocacy support for fellows and the local 
communities.

 
 

MISAAL TALEEM

MISAAL FELLOWSHIP

                                :  After more than one year of field engagement in few 
states we realized through the baseline surveys, community meetings and 
engagement with beneficiaries and volunteers, that, education level was 
drastically low. Most of the children were either out of school or enrolled 
in government schools, and not getting proper education. It came out that 
lack of education was root for many other problems that communities are 
facing including awareness, employment and ability to take informed 
decisions.

                                  : Is an attempt to develop sustainable models of livelihood 
generation for weaker sections who are stuck in the cycle of being dependent 
on labour work. Under this project we have established Misaal Rozgaar 
Resource Centres in Patna and Banda. The Patna centre is supported thanks to 
the generosity of Midlands International Aid Trust and British Association for 
People of Asian origin, both UK based charities. Banda centre is supported 
Indian Muslim Welfare Association, Lucknow. Misaal Rozgaar aims to provide 
skills training in crafts (tailoring, among others) as well as in enterprise 
development for sustainable income generation, to older and young adult 
women from weaker section of the society, namely poor Muslim and Dalit 
families.

MISAAL ROZGAAR



 
WE AT MISAAL STRIVE FOR: 

 
 

 Greater awareness, organization, and capacity among 

poorer minorities and other excluded groups, and activities, 

organization and alliances working with them. 

 Better access of the excluded groups to pro-poor laws, 

services, and programs. 

 Promoting pro-poor, gender-friendly and progressive 

attitudes and practices within the community. 

 Strengthened mixed-group mobilization and capacity, at 

local level, around pluralistic value, tolerance of diversity 

and minority rights. 

 

 

   OUR PARTNERS: 
 

 Quill Foundation 

 Citizens Against Hate 

 The South Asia Collective 

 

 

CONTACT US 
 

 

M I S A A L  F O U N D A T I O N 

 
M - 5 ,  H A U Z  K H A S , 
(R E A R  S I D E ,  G R O U N D  F L O O R) , 
A U R O B I N D O  M A R G , 
 
N E W  D E L H I - 1 1 0 0 1 6 ,  I N D I A. 

 


